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Sweaters
*
* **Shimmering

Sequins
Hearts & Bows

NEW!NEW!NEW!

Stripes & Ruffles Sweater

Adorable chevron stripe features ruffle 
detail at bottom hem, pretty in pink 
satin bow with heart shape rhinestone 
for added bling and leash hole.       
100% polyester.

Machine washable, air dry.

Pink: XS - MD (#60204)

Sequin Stars Sweater

Colorful, fun, shiny and bright! Star 
studded bling - sequin stars on solid 
bold colored knit. Your dog is sure to 
be a star in this one! Features mock 
turtleneck styling and leash hole. 
100% polyester.

Machine washable, air dry.

Red: XS - XL (#60232)
Teal: XS - LG (#60233)

Love U Sweater

All you need is love! Heart motif 
sweater with two tone fun. Features 
color coordinated bow with heart shape 
rhinestone accent and leash hole. 
100% polyester.

Machine washable, air dry.

Teal/Gray: XS - LG (#60213)
Pink/Gray: XS - LG (#60214)
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Classic Cable Sweater

Full length cable sweater in bright color combinations. 
Features turtleneck and leash hole. 100% acrylic.

Machine washable, air dry.

Red: XXXS-XXL (#8R)
Blue: XXS-XXL (#8CB)
Black: XS-XL (#8BK)
Pink: XXXS-M (#8P)

Variegated Stripe Sweater

Warm and cozy stripe sweater is styled with white 
contrast stripe and soft chenille stripe with turtleneck 
and leash hole. Sweater has great stretch for fit and 
comfort. 100% acrylic.

Machine washable, air dry.

Blue: XS-LG (#60193)
Pink: XXS-LG (#60194)

CLASSIC
Cable &
Stripes
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Multi-Crochet Sweater

Fun and bright dyed yarn full length 
sweater with turtleneck and button 
detailing. Features a convenient 
leash hole for comfort during walks.        
100% acrylic.

Machine washable, air dry.

Multi: XS-L (#60160)

Sweatshirt
Classic sporty crewneck sweatshirt for active canines. 
This soft and cozy sweatshirt will keep your pet warm. 
Styled with a kangaroo pocket on the back for convenient 
storage, and leash hole for comfort during walks.

65% polyester  35% cotton

Machine washable, air dry.

Red: XS-XXL (#55062)
Gray:  XS-XXL (#55066)
Pink: XXS-LG (#55064)

ADORABLE
Button Detail
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CLASSIC
Plaid &
Stripes

NEW!

NEW!

Plaid Sweater

Classic bold red and black buffalo check for the active 
“outdoor type”. Features bold stripe on turtleneck and 
hem. Leash hole. 100% polyester.

Machine washable, air dry.

Red: XS-XL (#65262)

Shimmer Stripes Sweater

Uneven stripes, cozy comfort. Classic stripes in fun colors 
with some added shimmery metallic yarn. Features mock 
turtleneck and leash hole. 100% polyester.

Machine washable, air dry.

Pink Combo: XXS-LG (#60224)
Gray Combo: XXS-LG (#60226)
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Twisted Yarn Sweater with Scarf

Classic collegiate styling with bold stripe accents at hem 
and attached fringed scarf. Features a mock turtleneck and 
leash hole. 100% polyester.

Machine washable, air dry.

Gray: XS-XL (#65256)

Nordic Knit Sweater

Classic Icelandic pattern adapted for dog with whimsical 
bone design. Cozy thick knit sweater features mock 
turtleneck and leash hole. 100% polyester.

Machine washable, air dry.

Gray: XS-XL (#65276)

CLASSIC
Styles &
Patterns

NEW!

NEW!
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COZY
Cable
Knits

Faux Fur Hooded Sweater
Chic and cozy sweater hoodie designed with small cables on the 
back and channel ribs on the front for an easy fit. Features faux fur 
trim on the hood, button closure and leash hole. 100% acrylic.

Machine washable, air dry.

Merlot: XS-LG (#65232)
Gray:  XS-LG (#65236)

Fisherman Sweater
Classic fisherman sweater designed with cable knit pattern and 
leash hole. This sweater is soft and thick, and will keep your pet 
warm and cozy during the winter months. 100% acrylic.

Machine washable, air dry.

Taupe:  XS-XXL (#65240)
Red: XS-XL (#65242)
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Tweed Coat
Classic gray tweed coat with black velveteen collar and trim. 
Styled with decorative black buttons. Lined in black velveteen. 
Features Velcro® brand fastener for easy on and off and leash 
hole. 100% polyester.

Machine washable, air dry.

Gray: XS-LG (#75296)

Plaid Reversible Coat
Reversible Classic Fleece Jacket. Stylish and warm this 
navy plaid fleece reverses to solid black, giving 2 coats in 
1.  Features faux tortoise shell toggle buttons, Velcro® brand 
fastener for easy on/easy off and leash hole.
100% polyester.

Machine washable, air dry.

Navy: XS-XL (#75281)

Coats

CLASSIC
Fabrics &
Detailing

NEW!

NEW!
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Toggle Plaid Trim Coat
Warm and soft black fleece 
coat with red buffalo plaid 
hood and lining. Decorative 
toggles on the back and 
adjustable VELCRO® brand 
fastener for easy on/easy off. 
Hood snaps down to keep in 
place. Leash hole for comfort 
during walks. 100% polyester 

Machine washable, air dry.

Black: XS-XL (#75261)

Corduroy Toggle Coat
Classic hooded toggle coat 
design in camel corduroy 
exterior and brown fleece 
interior, adding insulation to 
keep your pet warm. Decorative 
toggles on the back, hood 
trimmed with ivory sherpa and 
adjustable VELCRO® brand 
fastener for easy on/easy off. 
Hood snaps down to keep in 
place. Leash hole for comfort 
during walks. 100% polyester

Machine washable, air dry.

Camel: XS-XXL (#75279)

Pattern Detail Coat
Puffy coat with fair isle pattern 
detailing on the hood, trim, and 
faux pockets keeps your pet 
warm with polar fleece lining.  
Water resistant, features a snap 
to hold hood in place, VELCRO® 
brand fastener for easy on/easy 
off and a convenient leash hole 
for comfort during walks.

Machine washable, air dry.

Charcoal Gray: XS-LG  
(#75226)



Reversible Puffy Coat

Stylish protection for your dog from the wind and 
cold weather.  Reversible puffy coat is 2 coats in 1.  
Attaches at the front with VELCRO® brand fastener 
to ensure your dog’s chest stays warm as well. 
Features a convenient leash hole for comfort during 
walks. 

Machine washable, air dry.

Purple/Gray: XS-LG (#70195)
Red/Black: XS-XL (#70192)
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Reversible Ski Jacket
Quilted jacket adds style and warmth. Rich olive outer shell 
reverses to solid brown fleece, for 2 coats in 1. Features 
Velcro® brand fastener front, stand-up collar styling and faux 
pockets. Step-in style for easy on and off.

 100% polyester with poly filling.

Machine washable, air dry.

Olive: XS-XL (#75308)

NEW!
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Blanket Coat
Premium waterproof and breathable dog coat.  Features VELCRO® 
brand fastener straps at neck and chest, reflective tape for walks 
at night and a convenient leash hole for comfort during walks.

Machine washable, air dry.

Blue: XS-XXL (#75243)
Red:  XS-XXL (#75242)

Arctic Coat
Premium waterproof and breathable dog coat.  Features VELCRO® 
brand fastener straps around belly and generous collar to ensure 
neck and chest stay warm.  Includes reflective tape for walks at 
night and a convenient leash hole for comfort during walks.

Machine washable, air dry.

Gray: XS-XXL (#75256)
Burgundy:  XS-XXL (#75252)
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All Weather Jacket

Warm and sporty, this coat will protect and keep your pet 
dry from winter’s harsh elements. Designed with red and 
black nylon outer shell and black fleece inner shell, the coat 
is water resistant. Features reflective silver trim, a safety 
feature for walking your dog at night. “OUTDOOR DOG” side 
logo and paw print icon on the center back for distinction. 
VELCRO® brand fastener at the neck and belly for easy on/
easy off. Leash hole for comfort during walks. 
Outer shell: 100% nylon    
Inner shell: 100% polyester

Machine washable, air dry.

Red/Black: XS-XXL (#70182)

Running Jacket

Sporty styling in a bold shade of pink features a quarter-zip 
placket, polo collar and reflective trim for safety. Features 
Velcro® brand fastener. Working zipper slides down for leash 
access to your dog’s collar. 100% polyester.

Machine washable, air dry.

Pink: XS-XL (#70204)

NEW!

SPORTY

Fabrics & 

Detailing
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Extreme All-Weather Boots

100% nylon shell, 100% polyester fleece 
lining with non-skid soles and reflective 
tape. Adjustable VELCRO® brand fastener 
strap for a secure fit. 

Wipe clean.

Red: XXXS-XL (#20R)

Arctic Fleece Boots

Soft fleece boots with straps for 
easy on/off. Non-skid PVC soles. 
100% polyester. 

Machine washable, air dry.

Black: XS-XL (#120B) 

Performance Boots

Sporty waterproof boots with stretchy 
waterproof fabric upper and elastic straps 
for breathability and flexibility. Boot base 
made of molded rubber. Reflective piping 
for safety while walking at night. VELCRO® 
brand fastener ankle straps for easy on/off. 

Hand wash only.

Red: XS-L (#80032)

Rainy Days Slicker

Sporty update to the classic rain 
slicker. Contrast piping around all 
edges. Reflective stripe on back 
and hood. Self-adjusting belly strap. 
Leash opening. 100% polyester 
with waterproof coating. Features 
a convenient leash hole for comfort 
during walks. 

Wipe clean.

Yellow: XS-XXL (#560Y)

*
* **Ready for

the weather
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Accessories

NEW! NEW! NEW!

NEW! NEW!

Stripe Hat

Bold stripes in teal, navy and gray, 
hat features pompom top and braided 
tassels, ear slits and elastic chin strap 
with toggle for easy, snug fit. Keeps dog 
warm and toasty. 100% acrylic.

Hand wash, air dry.

Teal Combo: XS/SM (#120233)
Teal Combo: MD/LG (#120235)

Stripe Scarf

Matching stripe scarf provides warm 
layering. Features pompoms on each 
end and pull through opening for easy 
wear. 100% acrylic.

Hand wash, air dry.

Teal Combo: XS/SM (#140233)
Teal Combo: MD/LG (#140235)

Heart Hat

Hat in bold, whimsical heart design 
features pompom top and braided tassels, 
ear slits and elastic chin strap with toggle 
for easy, snug fit. Keeps dog warm and 
toasty. 100% acrylic.

Hand wash, air dry.

Pink combo: XS/SM (#120143)
Pink combo: MD/LG (#120145)

Heart Scarf

Matching whimsical heart design 
scarf provides warm layering. Features 
pompoms on each end and pull through 
opening for easy wear. 100% acrylic.

Hand wash, air dry.

Pink combo: XS/SM (#140143)
Pink combo: MD/LG (#140145)

Bear Hat

Playful smiling bear face on a cozy, warm 
knit hat in chocolate brown with white 
accents. Features 2 pompoms, braided 
tassels, ear slits and elastic chin strap 
with toggle for easy, snug fit. Keeps dog 
warm and toasty. 100% acrylic.

Hand wash, air dry.

Brown: XS/SM (#120393)
Brown: MD/LG (#120395)
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* *FestiveHoliday design*
*

SNOODIE
Wear it up 
or down

NEW! NEW!

Naughty & Nice Hat

Festive and fun patterned holiday knit hat features  
fuzzy white pompom ears and elastic chin strap with 
toggle for snug fit. 100% acrylic.

Hand wash, air dry.

Red: XS/SM (#120423)
Red: MD/LG (#120425)

Snoodie

Versatile snood keeps head, ears and neck warm and 
protected from the elements. Features reflective paw print 
design for visibility at night and convenient leash hole for 
comfort during walks. Polyester/spandex.

Hand wash, air dry.

Red: SM (#120524)
Red: MD (#120525)
Red: LG (#120526)
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Accessories

Bow Tie

Red and black bow ties are perfect for everyday fun and 
special occasions. Slides onto collar with elastic for easy 
wear. 100% polyester.

Wipe clean.

Black: XS/SM (#160133)
Red: XS/SM (#160123)

Tuxedo Collar
Festive black bow tie with white bib. Perfect for 
special occasions. Adjustable with plastic buckle 
closure for a comfortable, easy fit. 100% polyester. 

Wipe clean.

White: ONE SIZE (#160200)
Black: MD/LG (#160115)
Red: MD/LG (#160125)

NEW!
NEW!
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Flowers - 2 Pack

Add a splash of bling and color to your pet’s collar with these 
fun decorative flowers.  Two pack comes with 1 pink and 1 
red flower each featuring a rhinestone center and backed 
with elastic band for easy attachment to collar. Perfect for 
everyday fun and special occasions. 100% polyester.

Wipe clean.

Pink/Red: XS/SM (#180103)

Flowers

Add a splash of bling and color with these fun decorative 
flowers.  Features a rhinestone center and backed with 
elastic band for easy attachment to collar. Perfect for 
everyday fun and special occasions.

Wipe clean.

Red: MD/LG (#180125)
Pink: MD/LG (#180145)

** **Dress up
for the occasion

2 pack

NEW! NEW!
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Owl Print PJs

Snuggle up in these cozy interlock cotton blend pajamas with 
adorable owls.  Faux back flap with button detail.

Machine washable, air dry.

Pink:  XXS-MD (#20034)
Blue: XS-LG (#20033)

Heart Fleece PJs

These soft and cozy fleece pajamas are perfect for every 
pampered pooch.  Four legged construction with knit trim. 
Designed with heart print motif. Keeps your pet warm and 
stylish. 100% polyester. 

Machine washable, air dry.

Pink:  XXS-LG (#25034)
Blue: XS-LG (#25033)

Holiday Pajamas
Soft and cozy interlock cotton blend pajamas with adorable holiday icons.  

Faux back flap with button detail. Machine washable, air dry.

Candy Cane  XS-LG (#10412)
Snowmen  XXS-MD (#10422)

holidaysfor the

Pajamas
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Turtle Costume (XS-XL)
Elastic headpiece and VELCRO® 
brand fastener shell. 

Spot clean.

XS/S (#103683)

M/L (#103685)

XL (#103687)

Bunny Costume (XS - XL)
Elastic headpiece and VELCRO® brand 
fastener skirt. 

Spot clean.

XS/S (#103443)  XL (#103447)

M/L (#103445)

Cowboy Costume (XS - XL)
Elastic headpiece and VELCRO® brand 
fastener belt with faux holster. 

Spot clean.

XS/S (#103593)   XL (#103597)

M/L (#103595)

CostumeBOO-tique
Measure your dog around the      
 belly for a perfect fit!

13” - 17”
18” - 22”
23” - 27”

Pig Costume (XS-XL)
Elastic headpiece and VELCRO® 
brand fastener skirt. 

Spot clean.

XS/S (#103343)

M/L (#103345)

XL (#103347)

Owl Costume (XS-XL)
Elastic headpiece and VELCRO® 
brand fastener skirt. 

Spot clean.

XS/S (#103193)

M/L (#103195)

XL (#103197)

Sailor Costume (XS-XL)
Elastic headpiece and VELCRO® 
brand fastener neckpiece. 

Spot clean.

XS/S (#103203)

M/L (#103205)

XL (#103207)



Measure Your Dog

Measure your dog from the base
of the neck to the base of the tail.

Breed Examples

 XX-Small 6Ó - 8Ó

 X-Small 8Ó - 10Ó

 Small 10Ó - 14Ó

 Medium 14Ó - 19Ó

 Large 19Ó- 24Ó

 X-Large 24Ó - 29Ó

 XX-Large 29Ó - 34Ó

XX-Small 6”- 8”
Chihuahua
Silky Terrier
Teacup Poodle
Yorkie

X-Small 8”- 10”
Bichon Frise
Mini. Pinscher
Papillon

Small 10”- 14”
Mini. Dachshund
Norfolk Terrier
Pekingese
Toy Poodle

Medium 14”- 19”
Beagle
Jack Russell Terrier
Japanese Chin
Lhasa-Apso
Miniature Poodle
Pug
Miniature Schnauzer

Large 19”- 24”
Cocker Spaniel
Corgi
Dachshund-
Standard

X-Large 24”- 29”
Boxer
Chow Chow
Dalmation
Shar-Pei

XX-Large 29”- 34”
Collie
German Shepherd
Golden Retriever
Irish Setter
Labrador Retriever

Available Spinner Racks

FASHION PET™
a division of

ETHICAL PRODUCTS, Inc.
Bloomfield, NJ 07003

   
Tel: 973-707-0700

   Fax: 973-707-0701
   1-800-223-7768   www.ethicalpet.com    

©2018 Ethical Products, Inc.

*Actual assortments may vary.
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